Magnetic and spectroscopic properties of Ni–Zn–Al ferrite spinel: from the nanoscale to microscale†
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This article presents the annealing effect on the structural, elastic, thermodynamic, optical, magnetic, and electric properties of Ni0.4Zn0.4Fe2.6Al0.5O4 (NZFAO) nanoparticles (NPs). The samples were successfully synthesized by the sol–gel method followed by annealing of the as-synthesized at 600, 800, 900, 1050, and 1200 °C. This approach yielded the formation of a highly crystalline structure with crystal size ranging from 17 nm to 40 nm. X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) techniques, as well as energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and Raman spectroscopy, were used in order to determine the structural and morphological properties of the prepared samples. Rietveld XRD refinement reveals that Ni–Zn–Al ferrite nanoparticles crystalize in inverse cubic (Fd3m) spinel structure. Using FTIR spectra, the elastic and thermodynamic properties were estimated. It was observed that the particle size had a pronounced effect on elastic and thermodynamic properties. Magnetic measurements were performed up to 700 K. The prepared ferrite samples present the highest Curie temperature, which decreases with increasing particle size and which is consistent with finite-size scaling. The thickness of the surface shell of about 1 nm was estimated from size-dependent magnetization measurements using the core–shell model. Besides, spin resonance, magnetostriction, temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR), and electrical resistivity properties have been scientifically studied and appear to be different according to their size. The optical properties of synthesized NZFAO nanoparticles were investigated, and the differences caused by the particle sizes are discussed on the basis of the phonon confinement effect. This effect was also inspected by the Raman analysis. Tuning of the physical properties suggests that the Ni–Zn–Al ferrite samples may be promising for multifunctional diverse applications.

Introduction

Over the past several years, ferrites spinels AFe2O4, where A is a divalent transition metal (Ni, Zn, Fe, Cr, Mn, Co, …) have attracted great interest due to their good biocompatibility, low toxicity and their magnetism.1,2 These materials are currently considered among the most successful magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) for technological and medical applications e.g., magnetocaloric refrigerators, magnetic memory, solar water oxidation, electrochemical supercapacitor applications, biological applications, lithium-ion batteries, contrast enhancement in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic fluid hyperthermia.3–10 Therefore, an understanding of the structural and magnetic properties of spinels is of great importance from both a fundamental and an applied point of view. These properties can be controlled by synthesis methods, annealing temperature and/or by doping suitable elements into the A-site or B-site to change the structural parameters and/or the distribution cation.

The ferrite spinel has a face-centered cubic (fcc) structure, which consists of a cubic close-packed oxygen lattice. The unit cell of a spinel ferrite consists of 16 trivalent iron ions, 8 divalent metal ions (M) and 32 oxygen ones. The spinel structure contains two interstitial sites, occupied by metal cations with octahedral (B) and tetrahedral (A) oxygen coordination. In
general, the cationic distribution between the two sites is quantified by the inversion degree ($\gamma$), which is defined as the fraction of divalent ions in the octahedral sites. In the normal spinel configuration, the Fe$^{3+}$ ions occupy the octahedral sites, while the tetrahedral sites contain the M$^{2+}$, giving the empirical formula (M$^{2+}$)$_A$[Fe$^{3+}$]BO$_4$. On the other hand, in inverse spinels, half of the Fe$^{3+}$ occupy the tetrahedral sites, while the octahedral sites contain the M$^{2+}$ and the other half of Fe$^{3+}$ ions, yielding the empirical formula (Fe$^{3+}$)$_A$[M$^{2+}$–Fe$^{3+}$]BO$_4$. The structure can also be mixed spinels. However, superexchange interactions between magnetic atoms located in the same kind of interstitial sites ($J_{A-A}$ and $J_{B-B}$) lead to two ferromagnetically ordered sub-lattices. On the other hand, the dominant antiferromagnetic interactions between magnetic ions in the A and B sites ($J_{A-B}$) induce a non-compensated antiferromagnetic order between the two sub-lattices inducing (ferromagnetism). In the case of nanoparticles, the larger surface area creates surface relaxation, surface bond bending, surface effect and consequently spins canting which modifies the contribution of each interaction. The relation between structures and physical properties for nano ferrites requires a careful consideration. Therefore, various methods, including, forced hydrolysis in polyol, ball milling, coprecipitation, sol-gel auto-combustion and hydrothermal/solvothermal method etc., have been extensively developed to synthesize nano-spinel ferrite with different sizes and shapes. Ball milling method is favorable to produce a highly crystalline nanostructure, but always leads to agglomeration in high reaction temperature and long time. By contrast, sol–gel method is preferred due to the better control over the shape and size for particle synthesis in low temperature and low time of process with remarkable purity and high amount. Also, this method offers an advantage due to its high quality production, its low cost. Ni–Zn ferrite is a member of the class of the spinel ferrites which is widely touted for its applications in magnetic, magnetooptical and magnetodielectric devices. Under normal conditions, spinel Ni–Zn ferrites is a typical ferrimagnetic material possessing mixed spinel structure (Fe$^{3+}$)$_{i}$[M$^{2+}$]$(i-2)$[M$^{2+}$–Fe$^{3+}$]$_{i}$[BO$_4$]$_{6}$,15,16,17 where $i$ is the inversion degree, $I$ and $[]$ represent tetrahedral and octahedral positions respectively, which belongs to $Fd\bar{3}m$ space group. The cation arrangement can vary between two extreme cases. One of them is the normal spinel ($i = 0$), where all the divalent elements occupy tetrahedral A sites and all the trivalent elements occupy octahedral B sites. The other one is the inverse spinel ($i = 1$), where all the divalent elements occupy octahedral B sites and all the trivalent elements are equally distributed between tetrahedral A sites and octahedral B sites. Spinels with the cation distribution intermediate between normal and inverse (i.e., partially inverse spinels; 0 < $i$ < 1) are also very frequent.18

Furthermore, Ni–Zn ferrites are characterized by high surface area, chemical stability, high saturation magnetization, high Curie temperature, low coercivity (soft magnetic), high permeability, high dielectric constant, low losses, semiconductor dielectric transition and they can find wide application in the high frequency region of electronics devices.19 On substitution of Zn$^{2+}$ in Ni ferrite the Fe$^{3+}$ ions migrate from (A) to [B] site and consequently the Fe$^{3+}$–O–Fe$^{3+}$ interaction becomes feeble. Several studies have reported the dependence of magnetic properties of Ni–Zn ferrites on their microstructure, sintering temperature and preparation method, these properties can be changed and tuned by aluminum doping.20,21 The introduction of Al$^{3+}$ ions leads to significant variations of cation distribution over the A and B sites depending on the method of synthesis and Al concentration, additional non-magnetic ions Al$^{3+}$ on octahedral B site reduces saturation magnetization by increasing the resistivity.21

The electrical properties displayed macroscopically by the ferrite are a direct consequence of their cationic arrangement since both nickel and iron possess different electronic characters depending on the interstice they occupy inside the lattice. For nanometric Ni–Zn ferrites, it is possible to obtain good electric properties and high performance at relatively low sintering temperature. Recently, Li et al.22 examined the dielectric properties and direct-current resistivity of Al-substituted Ni–Zn–Co ferrite nanoparticles. Also, the magnetic properties of Ni–Zn ferrite nanocrystals depend on different sizes, shapes, and synthesis methods. Beji et al.23 prepared a series of polyol-made Ni–Zn ferrite nanoparticles with varying annealing temperatures to optimize the structural and magnetic properties and found that heating at different temperatures ranged from 400 to 800 °C provides changes of the magnetic properties of these particles. In our earlier work,23 we investigated the dielectric properties of Ni$_{0.4}$Zn$_{0.6}$Fe$_{1.2}$Al$_{0.8}$O$_{4}$ annealed at 600, 900, and 1200 °C. It was found that the dielectric properties of the system improved on increasing the temperature. Moreover, K. Praveena et al.24 discussed the effect of annealing temperature in dynamic magnetic properties of Ni$_{0.4}$Zn$_{0.6}$Mn$_{0.4}$Fe$_{2}$O$_{4}$ nanoparticles. However, their discussion was limited to the resonance field and g-value which are major imprints of the material characteristics, but other key spin resonance parameters that can provide an even more detailed understanding of the properties of materials required to enhance the performance of the device must be reported. To the best of our knowledge, there is no report performed to understand the effect of particle size on the relaxation mechanism, transverse relaxivity, magnetostrictive, thermodynamic, and elastic properties of Ni–Zn–Al ferrite in detail. A better understanding of these physical properties of Ni–Zn–Al ferrite is, therefore, highly beneficial to tune the properties for diverse technological applications.

Herein, the main aim of this framework is to synthesize and study nanoscale and bulk materials based on nickel–zinc ferrites. We are interested in determining the effects of particle size changes in the nano to micro-regime by annealing temperature at 600, 800, 900, 1050, and 1200 °C and characterized with different aspects such as structural, morphological, magnetic, elastic, thermodynamic, magnetostriction, optical and electric properties. A detailed investigation of the dynamic magnetic properties was carried out by an electron spin resonance (ESR) study and the spin resonance parameters were also estimated. Interestingly, the synthesized nanoparticles at low temperature possess excellent transverse relaxivity $r_2$ and can be used as $T_1$ contrast efficacy in imaging application. Hence, these synthesized materials will not only seem to be an ideal material
for examining the size effect on the physical properties of nanomaterial but also have broad applications in the future.

**Experimental section**

**Synthesis**

All the chemical reactants in this work were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Ni$_0.6$Zn$_{0.4}$Al$_{0.5}$Fe$_{1.5}$O$_4$ nanoparticles were successfully prepared through the sol–gel method. The process was described in detail elsewhere.$^{23}$ In a typical preparation, analytical purity grade Fe(NO$_3$)$_3$·9H$_2$O and NiCl$_2$·6H$_2$O were dissolved in distilled water. The oxides powders ZnO and Al$_2$O$_3$ of purity (99.99%) were dissolved in nitric acid. The obtained solution was added to the previous one. We mixed this solution with citric acid (C$_6$H$_8$O$_7$) with molar ratio 1 : 1.5 of metal cation (Ni + Fe + Zn + Al) to citric acid followed by the addition of ethylene glycol (C$_2$H$_6$O$_2$). The resulting solutions were heated to 80°C with magnetic stirring to remove the excess water and to form a gel. To decompose the organic matter, the as prepared powder was annealed at 500°C for 6 hours in an electrical muffle furnace and cooled slowly to room temperature. Finally, the obtained powder was then separated into five sets (Ni600), (Ni800), (Ni900), (Ni1050) and (Ni1200) were pelletized and annealed at 600, 800, 900, 1050 °C for 6 h and 1200 °C for 24 h, respectively. Chemical reaction of the prepared sample is shown in Fig. 1.

**Characterizations and measurements**

The structural characterization was carried out by X-ray diffraction at room temperature. The ferrite nanoparticles were characterized using a powder X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) and a step size of 0.015° width from 15° to 80°. Morphological characterization was carried out using Merlin scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDXS). The particle size was estimated by image processing of SEM’s pictures using ImageJ software. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and the differential thermal analysis (DTA) were carried out using the Setaram Instrument. The sample was heated up to 1000 °C with a heating rate 10 °C min$^{-1}$ in argon atmosphere with nitrogen flow of 40 ml min$^{-1}$. The Raman spectra were recorded using a SENTERRA spectrometer from Bruker Company with laser excitation of 532 nm at room temperature. Room temperature Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were obtained using Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 FTIR Spectrometer in the region 400–4000 cm$^{-1}$ with diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) technique. Absorption spectra were...
registered on a UV-3600 Spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU, Japan) for the UV/visible/IR range. The magnetostriction measurements were made on the NZFAO pellets using the small angle rotation magnetization method. The magnetic isotherms \(M(H)\) were recorded at room temperature under a magnetic field up to 4 T using a SQUID magnetometer. Measurements of the intrinsic magnetic temperature \((T_c)\) were carried out using differential sample magnetometer MANICS in a field up to 1 kOe. Additionally, the electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements were carried out on a Bruker ESP-300E spectrometer operating in the X band 9.3 GHz and with a field modulation of 2 GHz. A thin silver film is deposited through a circular mask of 8 mm of diameter on both sides of the pellet by thermal evaporation. A plane capacitor configuration is obtained and permits the investigation of electrical properties of the synthesized material. Measurements are conducted with an Agilent 4294A analyzer under vacuum with signal amplitude of 20 mV.

**Result and discussion**

**Thermal analysis**

Thermal analysis is performed to understand the decomposition behavior of the Ni–Zn ferrite precursors and the formation of metal oxides, Fig. 2 shows the TGA and DTA curves of the as prepared sample which were performed up to temperature of 1000 °C at the heating rate 10 °C min\(^{-1}\) in argon gas to observe different changes in the form of endothermic and exothermic peaks which show the phase transition during the heat treatment. Moreover total weight loss is 24% which is the sum of two parts. The first broad weight loss of ~2% in the temperature range below 200 °C is assigned to the dehydration of residual water. The second weight loss of ~22%, between 200 °C and 630 °C on TGA curve, which may be due to the autocatalytic oxidation–reduction reaction between the nitrate and citrate acid. For temperature higher than 630 °C, the sample attains the stability in terms of weight and the weight loss at about this temperature possibly corresponds to the formation of metal oxide phase of ferrite \(\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Zn}_{0.4}\text{Fe}_{1.5}\text{Al}_{0.5}\text{O}_4\). We can conclude from TGA and DTA that the organic compounds were eliminated above 630 °C. Thus, the sample was further annealed at temperature from 600 °C.

**Structural analysis**

Fig. 3a depicts the Rietveld refined X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns for \(\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Zn}_{0.4}\text{Fe}_{1.5}\text{Al}_{0.5}\text{O}_4\) samples annealed at 600, 800, 900, 1050 and 1200 °C using the FULLPROF program.\(^{15}\) The reflections from the atomic planes (111), (220), (311), (400), (422), (511), (440), (620), (533) and (622) are identified and confirm the formation of single phase cubic spinel structure with \(Fd\bar{3}m\) space group. For the sample annealed at 600 °C (Ni600), we notice the appearance of some peaks due to rhombohedral symmetry \(R\bar{3}c\) as a second phase \(\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3\) designated by (*) which disappeared at higher annealing temperature. The hematite phase has been observed by several authors, up to the calcination temperature of 900 °C.\(^{26}\) No diffraction peaks of other structures were detected in the other samples, which indicated that high purity crystalline. The Rietveld refinement parameters are listed in Table S1 (ESI).\(^{†}\) We have observed a low value of goodness of fit \((\chi^2)\) which suggests that the refining of the samples is effective and that the obtained samples are of good quality. From Fig. 3b, it is observed that the width at half maximum of \((311)\) peak decreases with increase in annealing temperature. Diffraction peaks become narrower and sharper with increasing temperature, thus demonstrating that the average size of the crystallites increases accordingly. The crystal structure of \(\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Zn}_{0.4}\text{Fe}_{1.5}\text{Al}_{0.5}\text{O}_4\) along with the different Wyckoff sites occupied by the Ni, Zn, Al, Fe and O atoms are shown in Fig. 3c.

The lattice constant \((a_{\text{exp}})\) of Ni–Zn nanoparticles was determined from X-ray data analysis using the relation:\(^{12}\)

\[
a_{\text{exp}} = \frac{\sqrt{h^2 + k^2 + l^2}}{2 \sin \theta},
\]

where \(\lambda\) is X-ray wavelength, \(\theta\) is the diffraction angle and \(h, k, l\) are Muller indices.

The volume of the unit cell for a cubic system has been calculated from the following equation: \(V = a_{\text{exp}}^3\). All the obtained lattice parameters and volume of the ferrite’s compounds are plotted against annealing temperature in Fig. 3d. A decrease in the lattice parameter with increasing annealing temperature could be attributed to a decrease in particle surface stress and the higher crystal structure of larger particles. In addition, many metal oxides exhibit lattice parameter with a reduction in particle size which may be due to cation/anion vacancies, finite size effect, lattice stress etc. A similar variation of lattice parameter has been reported previously for Ni–Zn ferrite nanoparticles.\(^{11,21}\) The true values of the lattice parameter “\(a_0\)” also are determined using the extrapolation function \(F(\theta)\) by plotting the calculated “\(a_{\text{exp}}\)” values of each diffraction peak versus the Nelson–Riley (N–R) function for each reflection of the studied Ni–Zn–Al ferrites:\(^{12}\)

\[
F(\theta) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{\cos^2 \theta}{\sin \theta} + \frac{\cos^2 \theta}{\theta} \right]
\]
The values of the lattice constant \(a_{\exp}\) are depicted in the Fig. S1 (ESI)† as a function of \(F(q)\) for all samples. As seen from the Fig. 3d, the true values of the lattice parameter are observed to be slightly higher than the experimental values. It is also evident that both \(a_0\) and \(a_{\exp}\) and volume decreased as the size of particles increased. Lattice parameters \((a_0, a_{\exp} \text{ and } a_R\) measured from Rietveld refinement), density, porosity, crystallite size and surface area of all annealed samples are given in Table S1.† Density plays an important role in controlling the properties of polycrystalline ferrites. The X-ray density deduced from XRD data \(\rho_{\text{X-ray}}\) increases when increases annealing temperature rises, from 5.04 g cm\(^{-3}\) for Ni600 to 5.15 g cm\(^{-3}\) for Ni1200. Therefore, it has been noticed that the annealing temperature influences the densification process. In other words, during the sintering process, a force that is generated by the thermal energy drives the grains to grow over pores and as a result reduces the pores volume and their grain boundaries. The values of bulk density \(\rho_{\text{bulk}}\) also increase whereas the porosity \(P\) decreases with increasing the particles size, revealing that annealing temperature enhances the disorder of spinel ferrite system. The sol–gel process is known for synthesizing materials with high surface area (S). As it can be seen from Table S1,† the specific surface area varied in the range 69.8–22.2 (m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)). Therefore, a high surface area of ferrite is needed for sensing and supercapacitor application.\(^1\)

The crystallite size was calculated from the line broadening of the most intense (311) peak using the classical Scherer formula:\(^2\)\(^3\)

\[
\beta \cos \theta = \frac{K \lambda}{D_{\text{sc}}}
\]
where \( D_{sc} \) is crystalline size, \( K \) is shape factor (0.9), \( \lambda \) is wavelength of Cu Kα radiation (1.5406 Å), \( \theta \) the diffraction Bragg angle of the most intense peak (311) and \( \beta \) is half width of (311) peak in radian. It is clear that from Fig. 3e that, the crystallite size increases as the annealing temperature increases from 600 °C to 1200 °C. Particularly, the crystallite size increases significantly when the sample is annealed above 900 °C. The growth of the crystallites can be attributed to coalescence by solid-state diffusion and it is in agreement with the increase in density. The corresponding crystallite size \( D_{sc} \) versus the annealing temperatures is fitted in Fig. 3f. The estimated values of \( D_{sc} \) versus the annealing temperature \( T_A \) are plotted, revealing an increase with the increase in the particle size. The red solid curve indicates the fit of the experimental data by a theoretical curve using parabolic law. The obtained fit parameters are listed in the inset of Fig. 2f. According to Coble’s theory,\(^{27}\) the logarithm variation of crystallite size for NZAFO NPs with annealing temperature is shown in the inset of Fig. 3f. The activation energy of grain growth can also be calculated by the modified Arrhenius equation:

\[
\ln(D) = \left( -\frac{E}{RT} \right) + \ln C
\]

where \( E \) is the activation energy, \( C \) is the specific reaction rate constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature and \( R \) is the ideal gas constant. The crystallite growth activation energy of nickel ferrite synthesized by high-energy ball milling with Fe₂O₃ and NiO was found to be 64.4 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) as reported by Hajalilou et al.\(^{28}\) By comparison, this value is higher than the present value of 11.3 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). This means that the growth of Ni-Zn-Al ferrite crystallite prepared by the sol-gel method required less energy to overcome the kinetic barrier. Thus, it is one of the reasons for obtaining phase Ni-Zn-Al spinel ferrite at lower temperature.

The lattice strain (\( \varepsilon \)) was calculated from the Williamson–Hall method (figure not shown here). It is evident from Table S1† that strain is constantly decreasing with the increase in the crystallite size. This is evident because of the ratio of the number of atoms at the surface to the one of atoms inside the volume decreases when the crystallite size increases, reducing the number of broken bonds for surface atoms, hence reducing the strain.

The physical properties of ferrites are sensitive to the cation’s nature, the valence state and their distribution on tetrahedral A and octahedral B sites of the spinel structure. Thus, understanding of the cation distribution is essential in understanding the intricate structural and physical property relationship. The distribution of cations in the various spinel ferrite systems has been estimated from Mossbauer, XPS, X-ray diffraction, and Raman measurements.\(^{29-31}\) Bestha et al.\(^{32}\) reported that the intensities of (220), (422), and (400) planes are sensitive to cations on tetrahedral (A-) and octahedral (B-) site. In our studies, the distribution of cations was estimated from XRD data by using the Bertaut method.\(^{32,33}\) From the best-matched intensity ratio, the cation distribution was estimated and the values are presented in Table S1†.

On the basis of estimated cation distribution, the value of ionic radius per molecule at the tetrahedral (\( r_A \)) and octahedral (\( r_B \)) sites, theoretical lattice constant (\( a_{th} \)), oxygen positional parameter (\( u \)), tetrahedral bond lengths (\( d_{4A} \)), octahedral bond lengths (\( d_{4B} \)), tetrahedral edge length (\( d_{3A} \)), shared (\( d_{sh} \)), unshared octahedral edge lengths (\( d_{unsh} \)), jump length of the tetrahedral (\( L_A \)) and octahedral (\( L_B \)) for various samples has been determined using the relation (S5–S13) (ESI).\(^\dagger\) The values of all estimated structural parameters are shown in Table S1†. As shown in Table S1†, the variations of experimental (\( a_{exp} \)) and theoretical lattice parameter (\( a_{th} \)) with increasing annealing temperature are the same. Moreover, the theoretical lattice constant values are in close agreement with the experimental derived values from XRD data. This result validates the estimated cation distribution from the XRD data. The oxygen positional parameter (\( u \)) is slightly greater than ideal value of 0.375. This has been attributed to the adjustment of the structure to accommodate differences in the relative effective radii of cations in the spinel structure.

\( L_A \) and \( L_B \) were observed to show a decreasing trend with an increase in the size of crystallites. The decreased behavior so observed can be correlated to the decrease in lattice parameter and to the decrease in distance between magnetic ions. It is also observed that \( L_A > L_B \) which indicates that the electron hopping between ions at A and B sites is less probable than that between B and B sites.

The strength of magnetic exchange interaction has direct dependence on bond angles and inverse dependence on interionic distances.\(^{34}\) Fig. S3 (ESI)† shows the interionic distances and bond angles between ions of spinel ferrites. The bond lengths and bond angles between the cations are calculated by the relations (S14–S27) (ESI) and are listed in Table S2†.

**Morphological analysis**

To obtain an accurate estimation of the microstructure and morphology of the nano-crystals, scanning electron microscopy has been performed. The SEM images of Ni\(_{0.6} \)Zn\(_{0.4} \)Fe\(_{1.5} \)Al\(_{0.5} \)O\(_4\) nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 4a–j, which demonstrates that the samples (Ni600, Ni800 and Ni900) are in nanoregime. At higher annealing temperature (>900 °C), a broad size of particle is observed for Ni1050 and Ni1200 samples. All samples showed a tendency towards agglomeration can be due to electrostatic effects as well as an artifact of the drying of aqueous suspensions and to magnetic interaction arising among nanoparticles, revealing the formation of spherical and uniformly distributed nanoparticles. A similar behavior of nanoparticle agglomeration has been reported for Co₃O₄ nanoparticles.\(^{34}\) The observed asymmetric distribution can be described using a Lorentz distribution function as shown in Fig. 4k–o. Based on SEM images, the average grain size was found to be around 13, 20, 30, and 180 nm for Ni600, Ni800, Ni900 and Ni1050 samples respectively, and around 4 μm of the bulk sample (Ni1200). In fact, the annealing temperature increases the size of the grains. This increase is due to the coalescence of crystallites at increasing temperature. As shown, a clear difference between Ni600, Ni1050 and the bulk sample. The micrographs manifest
grain boundaries and clear grains with non-uniform grain size distribution of Ni1200. The grains are almost homogeneously distributed throughout the sample surface. This observation is consistent with the results observed by XRD analysis, discussed earlier. Comparing the grain size obtained by SEM with crystallite size obtained from XRD analysis, it can be concluded that each grain of sample annealed at 600, 800 and 900 °C is of single crystallite nature while the grains of sample annealed at 1050 and 1200 °C consist of agglomeration of many crystallites. The elemental analysis of the Fe600, Fe900 and Fe1200 samples, measured using EDX at room temperature, are shown in Fig. S3 (ESI).† The spectrum confirms the presence of all chemical elements Fe, Al, Zn, Ni and O in the synthesized Ni0.6Zn0.4-Al0.5Fe1.5O4 samples, which confirms that there was no loss of any integrated elements and no contamination during the process of annealing. The result of EDX predicted the required proportion of the constituents as well as the chemical purity of the samples, denoting a homogeneous chemical composition.

Raman analysis

Further structural and complementary details can be obtained by the analysis of the Raman spectra. Confocal Raman spectroscopy has been widely used as an effective tool to investigate the cation disorder, the lattice dynamics and structure transition in ferrites due to their sensitivity and their high spatial resolution to explore atomic vibrations. In order to verify the chemical impurity and to confirm the formation of our simples, Raman spectra at room temperature in the region of 120 cm⁻¹ to 850 cm⁻¹ by using 540 nm laser excitation of Ni0.6Zn0.4-Al0.5Fe1.5O4 nanoparticles and bulk synthesized by annealing at 600, 800, 900, 1050 and 1200 °C are presented in Fig. 5a. The factor group analysis predicts the following modes in spinel:

\[
\zeta = A_{1g}(R) + E_g(R) + T_{1g} + 3T_{2g} + 2A_{2u} + 2E_u + 4T_{1u}(IR) + 2T_{2u}
\]

where, (IR) and (R) indicate infrared active vibrational and Raman modes, respectively. For spinel ferrite, it is well known that the group theory predicts that five Raman active modes (A_{1g} + E_g + 3T_{2g}) are observed at ambient conditions and they are associated to the motion of O ions and both the A-site and B-site ions and four infrared active modes (4T_{1u}) for the Fd3m space group. The A_{1g} Raman mode is associated to the symmetric stretching of the oxygen atom with respect to metal ion in tetrahedral sites. The E_g Raman mode corresponds to the symmetric bending of the oxygen atom with respect to the metal ion at the octahedral site and the T_{2g}(3) and T_{2g}(2) Raman modes are due to the symmetric and asymmetric bending of...
ferrite, the distribution of trivalent and divalent cations can change due to migration of metal ions from octahedral (B) to tetrahedral (A) sites and vice versa. The \( A_{1g} \) splitting suggests the cation migration within both positions and the change in the area and intensity of the band related to the octahedral sites. In other words, the shift in the \( A_{1g} \) modes due to a progressive change in inversion degree of the spinel lattice (see Fig. 5b). The obtained values of area ratio between the bands associated with the octahedral and tetrahedral sites are depicted in Fig. 5c. It shows that area ratio decreases with the increase in the size of crystallites indicating the decrease of the degree of inversion with increase crystallites size. These changes could be due to cation redistribution and a high degree of cation disorder induced by a crystallite size effect.

Moreover, this blue shift can be understood quantitatively by estimating the effective force constant of the vibrating cation. Since the vibrational frequency of a species is proportional to its force constant \( \ell \), the following equations were used to calculate the force constants of the ions pertaining to tetrahedral \( (F_T) \) and octahedral \( (F_O) \) positions:

\[
F_T = 7.62 \times M_T \times r_T \times 10^{-3}
\]

\[
F_O = 10.62 \times M_O \times r_O \times 10^{-3}
\]

where, \( M_T \) and \( M_O \) represent the molecular weights of ions in tetrahedral and octahedral positions. The \( r_T \) and \( r_O \) represents the frequencies correspond to \( A_{1g}(1) \) and \( E_g \) peaks, respectively. The estimated values of \( F_T \) and \( F_O \) are given in Table S3.†
The obtained $F_0$ values were found to rise and the $F_T$ values to decrease with an increase in crystallite size. The variation of $F_T$ and $F_0$ values with particle size can be understood as follows. In general, the force constant is inversely related to the bond length (viz., Fe–O, Ni–O, Zn–O and Al–O). Indeed, these bond lengths in ferrites will have an impact on the lattice parameter of the unit cell. Now, the lattice parameter was found to reduce with an increase crystallite size, and hence the Raman peak shifts towards the higher wavenumber side with increasing annealing temperature.

However, we can well understand the overall down shift of Raman bands in terms of size effect, because the size reduction leads to the increase of the micro-deformation and/or the dominance of phonon conduction. The small size of the crystallites hampers the propagation of phonons and thus induces a folding of the Brillouin zone making all Raman phonons active, leading to a broadening of the Raman spectrum of the unit cell. Now, the lattice parameter was found to reduce with an increase crystallite size, and hence the Raman peak shifts towards the higher wavenumber side with increasing annealing temperature.

The obtained $F_0$ values were found to rise and the $F_T$ values to decrease with an increase in crystallite size. The variation of $F_T$ and $F_0$ values with particle size can be understood as follows. In general, the force constant is inversely related to the bond length (viz., Fe–O, Ni–O, Zn–O and Al–O). Indeed, these bond lengths in ferrites will have an impact on the lattice parameter of the unit cell. Now, the lattice parameter was found to reduce with an increase crystallite size, and hence the Raman peak shifts towards the higher wavenumber side with increasing annealing temperature.

Elastic and thermodynamic properties using FTIR analysis

The obtained $F_0$ values were found to rise and the $F_T$ values to decrease with an increase in crystallite size. The variation of $F_T$ and $F_0$ values with particle size can be understood as follows. In general, the force constant is inversely related to the bond length (viz., Fe–O, Ni–O, Zn–O and Al–O). Indeed, these bond lengths in ferrites will have an impact on the lattice parameter of the unit cell. Now, the lattice parameter was found to reduce with an increase crystallite size, and hence the Raman peak shifts towards the higher wavenumber side with increasing annealing temperature.
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Fig. 6  (a) FT-IR spectra of NZFAO samples. (b) Zoomed views in the wavenumber interval of 400–800 cm\(^{-1}\).
absorption spectra, where it reaches a limiting value. The threshold energy can be calculated using the relation:

\[ E_{\text{th}} = hC_r \]

The values of \( r_{\text{th}} \) and \( E_{\text{th}} \) are shown in Table S4† and are comparable to those previously obtained in mechanically milled spinel ferrite by K. B. Modi et al. The \( E_{\text{th}} \) is found to decrease on increasing annealing temperature. This decrease in threshold energy may be due to the improvement of the electron hopping between the Fe\(^{2+}\) and Fe\(^{3+}\) ions in the octahedral coordination.

The elastic properties of materials are important for understanding the nature of binding forces in materials and can be used to measure the resistance of a crystal to an externally applied stress. The average force constant \( (K_\text{av}) \) is a product of lattice constant and stiffness constant \( (C_{11}) \). The bulk modulus \( (B) \) of solids in terms of stiffness constants is defined as \( B = 1/3 \) \( [C_{11} + 2C_{12}] \). According to Waldron, for the spinel ferrites, \( C_{11} = C_{12} \), hence \( B \) is simply given by \( C_{11} \). The value transverse wave velocity \( \left( v_n \right) \), longitudinal wave velocity \( \left( n_i \right) \), mean elastic wave velocity \( \left( v_{\text{m}} \right) \), Young’s modulus \( (E) \), rigidity modulus \( (G) \), Poisson’s ratio \( (\sigma) \), and Debye temperature \( (\theta_d) \) of the present system were calculated using the standard formulas available in the literature.

The calculated values of elastic parameters for all the compositions (Table S4†) are in good agreement to those obtained from ultrasonic pulses transmission (UPT) technique. The values of elastic properties increase with the increase of annealing temperature, which indicates that the size of particles has large impact on elastic properties of spinel ferrite. However, the increase of Young’s modulus \( E \) can be due to the rise of strength of inter-atomic bonding between the ions with an increase in annealing temperature. In addition, the Poisson’s ratio \( \sigma \) \((-1 < \sigma < 0.5)\) is generally used to quantify the stability of the crystal against shear. The higher the Poisson’s ratio, the better the plasticity is. It can be noted that the value of the Poisson’s ratio is constant for all the samples \( (\sigma = 0.35) \), which is in accordance with the theory of isotropic elasticity and implies a good elastic behavior. Furthermore, due to the strong effect of the porosity on the elastic properties, the values of elastic moduli have been also corrected to zero porosity using elastic theory and Ledbetter and Datta model and are listed in Table S5 (ESI)†. From Table S5,† it can be observed that the Poisson’s ratios increase with a raise of porosity and its existence can improve the plasticity. The elastic constants are similar to the obtained ones for Mn-doped Mg-Cu-Zn ferrites, LiZn\(_2\)Fe\(_3\)O\(_8\), and Ni\(_{0.5}\)Zn\(_{0.5}\)Fe\(_2\)O\(_4\), which indicates that the elastic properties of our NZFAO samples have a high consistency. According to Pugh criteria, a useful value of bulk modulus to rigidity modulus \( (B/G_o) \) was used to distinguish if the materials under investigation are ductile or brittle in nature. It can be found that the value of \( B/G_o \) is higher than 1.75, which means that the NZFAO compounds are of ductile nature. The high plasticity and ductility make our samples a potential candidate as materials in microelectro-mechanical systems (MEMS).

The lattice energy values (the bond strength values) for nanoparticles Ni-Zn-Al ferrite are estimated by Kadriavtsev’s approach. Assuming the additive of internal energy, the velocity of sound wave \( (v) \) in solid and liquid media is given by the standard thermodynamic equation:

\[ v^2 = \frac{nm\gamma}{U_L} + \frac{R\gamma T}{M} \]

where \( n \) and \( m \) are constants defining the potential energy function, \( \gamma \) is the ratio of specific heat \( (C_p/C_v) \), \( R \) is the gas constant, \( T \) is the temperature, \( M \) is the molar mass and \( U_L \) is the potential energy. For most of the ionic solids, \( \gamma \approx 1, n = 3 \) is found suitable to many spinel ferrite materials, \( v \) is replaced by mean sound velocity corrected to zero porosity \( (v_{\text{m}}) \) and \( U_L \), can be replaced by the lattice energy of the polycrystalline solid \( U_L \). Hence, the lattice energy \( U_L \) can be expressed as follow:

\[ U_L = -3.108 \times 10^{-3} M r_{\text{mol}}^2 \]

Table S6 (ESI)† lists the \( U_L \) values for the different samples. In view of the Table S6,† our calculated values with this approach are close to those obtained by Catlow et al. from atomistic computer simulation.

Following Waldron’s approach and according to Modi’s work, the characteristic temperature of Debye \( \theta_d \) can be defined by:

\[ \theta_d = \frac{h\sigma_{\text{max}}}{K_B} = \frac{h\sigma_{\text{max}} n_i}{K_B} = \frac{hC_r_{\text{max}}}{K_B} \]

where \( h\sigma_{\text{max}}/C \) is the approximate mean between the cutoff frequencies of the oxide and metal ion vibrations, \( h\sigma_{\text{max}} \) \( n \) is the high frequency cutoff of the elastic waves and \( \sigma_{\text{max}} \) is the shortest wave corresponds to 1/2 wave per mean interatomic distance. The values of \( \theta_d \) thus calculated for all tested samples are shown in Table S6.† The results are in agreement with the previous published results by Modi et al. However, the \( \theta_d \) is used to calculate the molar heat capacity at constant volume, \( C_v \). Using Einstein’s theory, the \( C_v \) value at \( T = 300 \text{ K} \) for all the annealed Ni-Zn-Al spinel ferrite system was calculated.

\[ C_v = 3pR \left( \frac{\theta_d}{T} \right)^2 \exp(\theta_d/T) \frac{\exp(\theta_d/T) - 1}{(\exp(\theta_d/T) - 1)^2} \]

where \( p \) is the number of atoms per chemical formula and \( R \) is the gas constant. The values of heat capacity are shown in Table S6.† In the case of spinel ferrite system of the type \( A^{2+}B_{2}^{3+}O_4 \), according to Dulong and Petit law, the theoretically limiting value of heat capacity at constant volume and at \( T \approx \theta, C_v = 21, R = 174.5 \text{ J K}^{-1} \text{ mol}^{-1} \). The \( C_v \) values of our samples are in accord with this limiting value as obtained from Dulong and Petit law and to that obtained using Waldron’s approach.

The thermal conductivity of a material can be considered a fundamental property of the material. Using the Cahill’s model, we have calculated the minimum lattice thermal conductivity at 300 K of annealed Ni-Zn-Al ferrite by the following relation:
where $K_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $n$ is a number density of atoms, $v_u$ and $v_l$ are the transverse and longitudinal velocities corrected to zero porosity, respectively. The values of minimum lattice thermal conductivity are tabulated in Table S6.† The pronounced increase in $\Pi_{\text{min}}$ with increasing grain size may be due to the formation of excess vacancies during annealing. As discussed in the Raman analysis, the existence of Fe$^{3+}$ and Fe$^{'+}$ in the matrix leading to an increase in thermal conductivity as the annealing temperature increases. So, the Ni–Zn–Al ferrite samples are useful for various purposes of applications, e.g., as a core material to increase the efficiency of switch-mode power supply (SMPS).28

### Optical properties

UV-visible absorption spectra were used to understand the optical properties of nickel–zinc ferrite samples. UV-visible absorbance spectra for all samples were recorded in the range 200–800 nm at room temperature and the absorbance spectra are shown in Fig. 7a. It is clear that Ni–Zn–Al ferrite shows high absorption intensity in the UV and visible light region. Absorbance spectra exhibit an absorption peak at around 300 nm. It is well known from past reports on ferrite spinel that the absorption can be attributed to the photo-excitation of electrons from the valence band to the conduction band (ligand-to-metal (p-d) type charge transition O$_{2p}$ → Fe$_{3d}$) or to the 3d$^5$ → 3d$^4$4s$^1$ transition in Fe$^{3+}$ ions.30 Interestingly, a slightly redshift in the absorption edge was observed as the size of grain increases. This might be due to changes in their morphologies, particle size, carrier concentrations, surface microstructures, presence of very small amount of impurities, lattice strain and oxygen vacancy.57 Furthermore, the optical properties and band gaps of the samples sintered at 600, 800, 900, 1050 and 1200 °C are determined using absorption spectrum. The optical band gap ($E_g$) is the most important feature of materials that are good candidates for optoelectronic applications. The optical band gap ($E_g$) of the present Ni$_{0.2}$Zn$_{0.8}$Fe$_{1.5}$Al$_{0.5}$O$_4$ nanoparticles can be calculated experimentally from the optical absorption edge using the Tauc’s relation as follows:32,58

$$a h \nu = A [(h \nu - E_g)^n]$$

where, the absorption coefficient ($a$), $n = 1/2$, 3/2, 2 or 3 depending upon the nature of electronic transition responsible for the absorption and $A$ is a constant.

As ZnFe$_2$O$_4$ and NiFe$_2$O$_4$ (ref. 59 and 60) have direct gap, the synthesized compound has also a direct gap. So by plotting $(a h \nu)^2$ vs. $h \nu$, the optical band gaps ($E_g$) of the samples were realized as the intercepts with the energy axis, as shown in Fig. 7b–f. The estimated band gap energies values were found to be 4.5, 3.75, 3.67, 3.56 and 3.16 eV for Ni600, Ni800, Ni900, Ni1050 and Ni1200, respectively, denoting redshift as a function of grain size. This might be due to sub-band gap energy level formation and the presence of defects in the nanoparticles as a result of annealing temperature. Similar effect has been observed for other ferrite compounds reported by Singh et al.58 ($E_g = 4.28$–3.80 eV for ZnFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles) and Chand et al.39 ($E_g = 3.54$ eV for NiFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles). For semiconductor nanoparticles, the quantum confinement effect is expected. In our case, it has been observed that the band gap energy decreases with an increase in the crystallite size. This decrease of band gap between the valence band and conduction band (red shift) with increase particle size can be attributed to weak quantum confinement effect.68 Additionally, the increase in annealing temperature decreased concentration of oxygen vacancy and may be a source of trapped exciton states that form a series of metastable energy levels within the energy gap, resulting in the red shift of the optical band gap and the absorption band moves to the upper wavelength region.69 These values of band gap are greater than the theoretical energy required for water splitting ($\lambda > 1.23$ eV) and this prominent red shift may be responsible for enhanced charge separation and increased photocatalytic activity under visible light (absorption capability in the visible range).19 Fig. 7g shows the change in band gap value and corresponding resultant schematic band structure. Furthermore, the reduction in the wide band gap with increasing particle size and transparency in the visible region makes these Ni–Zn ferrites samples a promising candidate for photodetectors and optoelectronic applications by harvesting more photons of light to excite the electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. In addition, to further investigate the pre-absorption edge, an Urbach tail analysis was also performed. The exponential absorption tails and Urbach energy is given in accordance with the following relation:65

$$\alpha = A \exp[\hbar \nu/E_U]$$

where $\alpha$ is absorption coefficient, $A$ a constant, $\hbar \nu$ the photon energy, and $E_U$ the Urbach energy.

Urbach energy of samples is calculated by taking the reciprocals of the slope of the linear portion in the lower photon energy of this curve by plotting the logarithm of the absorption coefficient, $\ln(\alpha)$, against photon energy. The $E_U$ value of this exponential dependence on photon energy may arise due to the random fluctuations associated with the small structural disorder present within the system. It is clear from Table S7 (ESI)† that the band gap energy has a correlation with Urbach energy, and both red shifts with the increase annealing of the temperature. The observed red shift in $E_U$ arises because with increase of structural order variation with growth temperature, short range lattice disorder originates in the samples.63

The refractive index ($n_0$) of semiconducting materials is very important in determining the optical and electric properties of the crystal. Knowledge of $n_0$ is essential in the design of hetero-structure lasers in optoelectronic devices as well as in solar cell applications.64 The refractive index ($n_0$) of ferrite nanostructures can be calculated from the value of $E_g$ using Moss empirical relation:58,59

$$E_g n_0^4 = 104 \text{ eV}$$

Furthermore, we have calculated the high frequency dielectric constant $\varepsilon_s$ with a refractive index by using the following relation:58,59
Fig. 7  (a) UV-vis spectra at room temperature of NZFAO samples annealed at different temperature. (b–f) Variation of $(ahv)^2$ versus photon energy $h\nu$ plot for band gap calculation of annealed Ni$_{0.6}$Zn$_{0.4}$Al$_{0.3}$Fe$_{1.5}$O$_4$ samples. (g) Schematic band structure obtained according to the obtained results.
The values of the energy band gap, Urbach energy, refractive index, and high-frequency dielectric constant of Ni–Zn–Al ferrite samples are listed in Table S7.† Evidently, the values of the refractive index $n_0$ and $\varepsilon_\infty$ were increased with increasing the annealing temperature. The results can be discussed on the basis of the oxygen deficiency with enhanced annealing temperature.

### Magnetostrictive properties

Fig. 8 shows the plots of longitudinal magnetostriction $\lambda$ of Ni$_{10.6}$Zn$_{0.4}$Fe$_{1.2}$Al$_{0.5}$O$_4$ samples sintered at 800, 900, 1050 and 1200 °C, measured at room temperature along the parallel directions to the applied magnetic field. It has been observed that annealing temperature in Ni–Zn–Al ferrite has a strong influence on the magnetostriction characteristics. The maximum value of magnetostriction increases with increasing grain size. Further, the highest magnitude of magnetostriction, $\lambda_{\text{max}} = -10$ ppm, was achieved for sample annealed at 1200 °C. The magnetostrictive properties depend upon the processing parameters such as synthesis method, applied pressure while making pellets, sintering atmosphere, temperature and sintering time. However, the observed porous nature may be responsible for the decrease of magnetostrictive coefficient in nanoparticle samples. Also, another possibility is that the increase in the magnetostriction with sintering temperature can be due to the minor changes in the degree of inversion in the ferrite, which can be attributed to the increase super-exchange and the direction deflection of the magnetic domain would, therefore, result in a higher magnetostriction.

In the nickel ferrite, the unquenched orbital moment of Ni$^{2+}$ leads to a large anisotropy and magnetostriction value ($-26$ ppm). This value of $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ for our samples are less than that reported for the pure bulk NiFe$_2$O$_4$, due to the addition of non-magnetic Zn and Al ions to nickel ferrite and to the difference in the microstructure associated with the different synthetic methods and processing conditions. The $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ obtained in the bulk sample Ni1200 is relatively larger than the reported values of magnesium and lithium spinel ferrite. Moreover, this value is similar to the ones of Ni$_{0.6}$Zn$_{0.4}$Fe$_2$O$_4$. Overall, the reasonable magnetostriction coefficient and the high Curie temperature in Ni1050 and Ni1200 samples makes this material attractive for the use in automotive stress-sensing sensors applications.

### Magnetic properties

Curie temperature ($T_C$) is known to be one of the main magnetic parameters of ferrite. So, to determine the Curie temperature of the spinel NZAFO nanoparticles, the temperature dependent magnetization was measured over a temperature range of 300–750 K under an external magnetic field of 1 kOe, as shown in Fig. 9a. All samples exhibit paramagnetic (PM) to ferrimagnetic (FiM) transition at Curie temperature $T_C$. The $T_C$ was determined from the first point of inflection in the first derivative of the magnetization (inset of Fig. 9a) it appears that the FiM transition in the Ni600 and Ni800 nanoparticles samples are markedly sharper than the transition of the Ni900, Ni1050 and Ni1200 samples. Moreover, the maximum slope of the magnetization curves, i.e. the slope at $T_C$, systematically decreases from 650 to 540 K with the grain size increases from 17 nm to 4 pm, indicating that a more direct relationship exists between the grain size and the broadening of the Curie transition of the NZFAO system.

The obtained Curie temperature value, $T_C$, of the samples are lower than that of polycrystalline NiFe$_2$O$_4$ ($T_C = 883$ K) and NiFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles ($T_C > 800$ K) as well as Ni$_{0.6}$Zn$_{0.4}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles ($T_C = 663$ K) reported by Gawas et al. The difference can be due to the replacement of magnetic Fe$^{3+}$ ions by nonmagnetic Al$^{3+}$ ions. The substitution of nonmagnetic ions reduces active magnetic linkages for magnetic ion per formula unit as a result Curie temperature decreases.

The decrease in Curie temperature can be explained usually on the basis of finite size effects, due to atomic defects at the surface, leading to disorder in nanocrystalline systems. To understand the strong size dependence of the Curie temperature, the finite-size-scaling theory was used to fit the behavior of $T_C$ as seen from Fig. 9b. According to this theory, the shift in the Curie temperature from that of the bulk is given by:

$$T_C(D) = T_C(\text{bulk}) \left(1 + \left(\frac{D}{d_0}\right)^{-\lambda}\right)$$

where, $T_C$ is Curie temperature for given grain size $D$, $T_C(\text{bulk})$ is the Curie temperature of the bulk sample, $d_0$ is a constant (should be of the order of the characteristic dimension of the system) and $\lambda = 1/\nu$ is the critical exponent of the correlation length, the system-dependent sign may be either negative or positive. The fit of $T_C$ is shown in Fig. 9b with $T_C(\text{bulk}) = 522.96$ K, $d_0 = 0.65$ nm, and $\lambda = 0.69$. The fit values of $\lambda$ and $d_0$ are consistent with the finite size-scaling reported by other groups. The reasonable fit value of $d_0$ is comparable to the lattice

![Fig. 8 Magnetostriction of the annealed NZAFO samples at room temperature, as a function of magnetic field, measured along the parallel direction to the applied field.](image-url)
constant. The value $\lambda$ is an agreement with that for the three-dimensional (3D) Ising critical exponent of the correlation length. Thus we conclude our data are consistent with finite size scaling corroborating earlier works. In ferrite spinel, according to Neel’s two-sublattice model of ferrimagnetism, three types of magnetic interactions occur between sites A and B, namely A–A, B–B, and the strongest and most dominant A–B sub-lattice exchange. Therefore, the Curie temperature of ferrites is fundamentally determined from the overall strength of A–B exchange interaction. The decrease of Curie temperature with an increasing annealing temperature has been explained by a decrease of the degree of inversion which decreases the A lattice parameter ($a$) and the exchange interaction ($J$) as a function of annealing temperature. (f) The lattice parameter ($a$) and the exchange interaction ($J$) as a function of annealing temperature.

Further, the values of exchange interaction $J$ can be calculated using the formula:

$$J = \frac{3K_B T_C}{[2z \times s(s + 1)]}$$

where $z = 8$, $s = 1/2$ and $K_B = 1.380 \times 10^{-16}$ erg K$^{-1}$. It is clear from Fig. 9f that, as the annealing temperature increases both lattice parameter ($a$) and the exchange interaction ($J$) decrease, which further reinforces the fact that the increasing grain size of the nanoparticles Ni–Zn–Al ferrite causes the decrease of the A–B exchange interaction.

In general, a large magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is observed near the transition temperature and is closely related to the order of the corresponding magnetic phase transition. The field cooling (FC) curves show a reversible character of the magnetization around the Curie temperature. Furthermore, the small area of the hysteresis cycle indicates low energy loss during a magnetization–demagnetization process (see Fig. 10a). Therefore, the Ni–Zn–Al spinel ferrite can be considered as a candidate for magnetic refrigeration in a wide temperature range above room temperature and to transform industrial waste transformed into electrical energy using a thermomagnetic generator.

The inverse magnetic susceptibilities are shown in Fig. 9d. The inverse susceptibility rise sharply when the magnetic state of the ferrite nanoparticles changes from ferrimagnetic to paramagnetic states. In the temperature range, well above $T_C$, the susceptibility obeys the Curie–Weiss law.
\[ \chi^{-1}(T) = \frac{T - \theta_{\text{CW}}}{C} \]

where \( \theta_{\text{CW}} \) is the Curie–Weiss paramagnetic temperature, \( C \) denotes the Curie constant and \( T \) is the absolute temperature.

By using \( C \) values obtained from the slope of \( 1/\chi \), the
experimental effective moment $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ has been calculated (in unit of Bohr magneton $\mu_B$) by using the following equation:

$$\mu_{\text{eff}}^0 = \sqrt{\frac{3 \times K_B \times C}{N_A}} = \sqrt{8C\mu_B}$$

where $N_A$ is Avogadro number and $K_B$ is Boltzmann constant. Since the sign of $\theta_{\text{CW}}$ is positive (see Fig. 9c), then the ferromagnetic interaction between spin in these compounds is highly expected. The obtained values of $\theta_{\text{CW}}$ are slightly higher than $T_C$, which refers basically to the presence of a magnetic inhomogeneity. Generally, the difference between $T_C$ and $\theta_{\text{CW}}$ is associated with the presence of short-range order slightly above $T_C$ (Fig. 9c). The increase in the experimental effective paramagnetic moment for the bulk sample can be explained by the existence of ferrimagnetic clusters within the paramagnetic phase (Fig. 9e).

The room temperature magnetization $M(H)$ of the nano-Ni$_{0.5}$Zn$_{0.5}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ varying sizes is shown in Fig. 10a. The inset shows $M$ versus $H$ in a small field range. It could be observed from the hysteresis loop that all composition of nanoparticles shows negligible remanence and coercivity, which confirms the ferrimagnetism of the soft ferrite materials. This soft magnetic nature might be useful for designing multifunctional devices to switch magnetization with a small external magnetic field. The annealing temperature has an enormous impact on the magnetic performance parameters: as the annealing temperature increases (i.e., increasing grain size) the saturated magnetization increases, while the coercivity decreases. The variation of coercivity ($H_C$) as a function of annealing temperature is summarized in Fig. 10c. The observed decrease in coercivity in the samples has been due to multidomain nature of particles. Recently, Das et al. reported the variation of coercivity ($H_C$) with grain size. They found that it increases initially up to 40 nm and then decreases for CoFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles. The decreasing trend of $H_C$ with grain size beyond 40 nm gives a hint of transforming single domain into a multidomain particle. In our studied samples, the continuous decrease of coercivity with the increase in grain size indicates that the NiZnFeO$_4$ particles do not undergo from single magnetic domain to multi-domain in this range of particle size. Similar variation of $H_C$ with increasing particle size from 10 to 200 nm in NiFe$_2$O$_4$ is also reported by Yadav et al.

According to Stoner–Wohlfarth theory, the anisotropy constant value is related to the coercivity by the following relation:

$$K_1 = \frac{0.98H_C}{M_s}$$

where $M_s$ is the saturation magnetization. We found that the anisotropic constant $K_1$ increased as the particle size decreased, thereby leading to an increase in coercivity ($H_C$). According to above relation, $H_C$ is also inversely proportional to $M_s$, which is consistent with our results.

The increasing of coercivity observed in the Ni600 and Ni800 samples can be related to frustrated magnetic structure developing in the surface layer of nanoparticles. Further, the non-zero $H_C$ suggests presence of some blocked particles in the nanoparticles samples and that the samples had both ferromagnetic and superparamagnetic components together. In addition, the Ni600 sample is magnetically well ordered at 300 K and it displays a substantial amount of coercive field ($H_C = 90$ Oe) and this has been noticed only in very few nanometric ferrites. The high coercivity (280 Oe) at room temperature is also reported by S. Dey et al. in Ni$_{0.5}$Zn$_{0.5}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticle with 8–20 nm particle size.

Therefore, further investigation of the observed behavior of $H_C$ is desired. The high saturated magnetization ($M_s$) values were determined by fitting the high field magnetization data using the saturation approach law given by:

$$M = M_s \left(1 - \frac{A_1}{H} - \frac{B_1}{H^2}\right) + C_1H + B = \frac{8K_1^2}{105M_s^2}$$

where $M_s$ is the saturation magnetization, $A_1$ and $B_1$ are a constant, the term $C_1$ corresponds to the susceptibility in the high field region, $H$ is applied external magnetic field and $K_1$ is the first order cubic magneto-crystalline anisotropy coefficient in J m$^{-3}$. This law is valid over the entire field range as shown in Fig. S5 (ESI).† The plot of $M_s$ versus annealing temperature is shown in Fig. 10b. The decreasing of the size of nanoparticles induces more severe surface defects, magnetic responses weaken accordingly, and then saturation magnetization decreases. This behavior was interpreted in terms of the presence of magnetic dead layer on the surface of a nanoparticle. Similar effect has been seen in different types of magnetic nanoparticles previously, including manganite perovskite and ferrite nanoparticles and explained in terms of increasing contribution of surface anisotropy for smaller particles. Hence, a large proportion of dislocations and crystal defects can occur within the lattice and this will cause a reduction of the magnetic moment within the particles, as a result of the magneto-crystalline anisotropy distortion.

From Table S2,† the cation distribution results clearly indicate that Zn$^{2+}$ has strong preference for the tetrahedral sites, whereas Ni$^{2+}$ ions mainly occupy the octahedral sites and Al$^{3+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ ions have a preference for both the available A and B sites but the Al$^{3+}$ have strong preference for the octahedral site. As the sintering temperature increases, most of the Fe$^{3+}$ ions occupy the octahedral site and the majority of the Al$^{3+}$ ions occupy the tetrahedral site which increases the net magnetic moment and hence the increase of the saturation magnetization values.

The magnetic moments calculated per the formula unit are chows in Fig. 10b. Further, the non-zero $H_C$ suggests presence of some blocked particles in the nanoparticles samples and that the samples had both ferromagnetic and superparamagnetic components together. In addition, the Ni600 sample is magnetically well ordered at 300 K and it displays a substantial amount of coercive field ($H_C = 90$ Oe) and this has been noticed only in very few nanometric ferrites. The high coercivity (280 Oe) at room temperature is also reported by S. Dey et al. in Ni$_{0.5}$Zn$_{0.5}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticle with 8–20 nm particle size.

Therefore, further investigation of the observed behavior of $H_C$ is desired. The high saturated magnetization ($M_s$) values were determined by fitting the high field magnetization data using the saturation approach law given by:

$$M = M_s \left(1 - \frac{A_1}{H} - \frac{B_1}{H^2}\right) + C_1H + B = \frac{8K_1^2}{105M_s^2}$$

where $M_s$ is the saturation magnetization, $A_1$ and $B_1$ are a constant, the term $C_1$ corresponds to the susceptibility in the high field region, $H$ is applied external magnetic field and $K_1$ is the first order cubic magneto-crystalline anisotropy coefficient in J m$^{-3}$. This law is valid over the entire field range as shown in Fig. S5 (ESI).† The plot of $M_s$ versus annealing temperature is shown in Fig. 10b. The decreasing of the size of nanoparticles induces more severe surface defects, magnetic responses weaken accordingly, and then saturation magnetization decreases. This behavior was interpreted in terms of the presence of magnetic dead layer on the surface of a nanoparticle. Similar effect has been seen in different types of magnetic nanoparticles previously, including manganite perovskite and ferrite nanoparticles and explained in terms of increasing contribution of surface anisotropy for smaller particles. Hence, a large proportion of dislocations and crystal defects can occur within the lattice and this will cause a reduction of the magnetic moment within the particles, as a result of the magneto-crystalline anisotropy distortion.

From Table S2,† the cation distribution results clearly indicate that Zn$^{2+}$ has strong preference for the tetrahedral sites, whereas Ni$^{2+}$ ions mainly occupy the octahedral sites and Al$^{3+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ ions have a preference for both the available A and B sites but the Al$^{3+}$ have strong preference for the octahedral site. As the sintering temperature increases, most of the Fe$^{3+}$ ions occupy the octahedral site and the majority of the Al$^{3+}$ ions occupy the tetrahedral site which increases the net magnetic moment and hence the increase of the saturation magnetization values.

The magnetic moments calculated per the formula unit are chows in Fig. 10b. Further, the non-zero $H_C$ suggests presence of some blocked particles in the nanoparticles samples and that the samples had both ferromagnetic and superparamagnetic components together. In addition, the Ni600 sample is magnetically well ordered at 300 K and it displays a substantial amount of coercive field ($H_C = 90$ Oe) and this has been noticed only in very few nanometric ferrites. The high coercivity (280 Oe) at room temperature is also reported by S. Dey et al. in Ni$_{0.5}$Zn$_{0.5}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticle with 8–20 nm particle size.
The net magnetization of a unit cell in spinel ferrites is considered to be proportional to the difference between magnetic moment of the A and B sites. According to Neel’s collinear model, the magnetic moment per formula unit for such a system can be given as:92

\[ n_{th} = M_B - M_A \]

where, \( M_A \) and \( M_B \) are the Bohr magneton on the A and B sites, respectively. The theoretical magnetic moment of Fe (\( n_{Fe} \)) and Ni (\( n_{Ni} \)) are 5 and 2 \( \mu_B \), respectively. Based on the cation distributions, the \( n_{th} \) values are 3.9, 4.8, 5.6, 6.3 and 6.7 \( \mu_B \) for Ni600, Ni800, Ni900, Ni1050 and Ni1200, respectively. The variation trends of net magnetic moment (\( n_{th} \)) and observed magnetic moment (\( n_A \)) are similar, while the values of observed magnetic moment (\( n_A \)) are lower than that of net magnetic moment (\( n_{th} \)). It indicates that the Neel’s collinear model is in conformity with our samples, and noncollinear model of Yafet–Kittel (Y–K) model can explain the difference between net magnetic moment (\( n_{th} \)) and observed magnetic moment (\( n_A \)). According to the Y–K’s noncollinear model, the Yafet–Kittel angle (\( \alpha_{Y-K} \)) can be calculated by the following equation:48

\[ \cos(\alpha_{Y-K}) = \frac{n_B + M_A}{M_B} \]

The value of \( \alpha_{Y-K} \) angle is in the range 53–65.8°, which confirms the existence of a triangular (canted) spin arrangement in all samples. The estimated values of canting angle are close to the value 53.64° for Ni0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4.93 It is clear that the non-zero \( \alpha_{Y-K} \) angle suggest that the magnetization behavior for all samples cannot be explained on the basis of Neel two-sublattice model due to non-collinearity of spins on B site. Therefore, we may conclude that our NZFAO samples show Y–K magnetic ordering. Furthermore, the results indicated cation migration as the annealing temperature or the grain size increased. The migration of cation causes strains and it may break the surface exchange bonds to yield a canted spin structure. Thus, the canted spin structure weakens the A–B exchange interactions to reduce the saturation magnetization as the particle size decreases.

For the nanosized materials, the decrease in the saturation magnetization is due to the increasing surface area to volume ratio. It is assumed that a magnetically dead layer is formed at the surface of the particles due to the uncompensated exchange interactions in a surface layer of thickness \( t \) which is composed by canted spins that do not contribute to the net magnetic moment of the particle. We can then propose a model of the particles in which the outer part contains defects in the crystallographic structure and oxygen defects which will lead to a magnetically disordered state but the internal part will have the same properties as the bulk compound. Assuming a spherical shape of NZFAO nanoparticles, we will estimate the thickness of the shell \( t \) using the experimentally determined saturation magnetization \( (M_s) \) and particle size \( (D) \) values of the samples annealed at various temperatures. The variation of the saturation magnetization versus the diameter of nanoparticles has been fitted according to a core–shell model and shown in Fig. 10d. In this core–shell model, the magnetization of the particles can be expressed as:24

\[ M_s^{1/3} = M_0^{1/3} \left[ 1 - 2t/D \right] \]

where, \( M_0 \) is the magnetization that would correspond to the bulk material. Note that the intercept at \( 1/D = 0 \) and the slope of the straight line correspond to \( M_0^{1/3} \) and \( 2M_0^{1/3} \), respectively. As can be seen in inset of Fig. 10d, the present experimental data \( M_s^{1/3} \) and \( 1/D \) show a good linear relationship, which confirms the suggestion that the magnetization is actually influenced by the surface of the particle. Thereby, by fitting the data using the above relationship, the saturation magnetization of the bulk material and the thickness of the shell were found to be 57.2 emu g\(^{-1}\) and 1.6 nm, respectively. The shell thickness in NZFAO nanoparticles is comparable to the values estimated for La1.2SrMnO3 manganite nanocrystalline powders (1–4 nm).24

The value of \( M_0 \) is also comparable to that expected for the bulk material. However, the existence of the nonmagnetic layer might be caused by the cantiing of the surface spins or by a high anisotropy layer. The core–shell nanostructure of NZFAO NPs is schematically presented in the inset of Fig. 10d. In general, for non-magnetic nanocrystalline materials, 1 nm is also a typical thickness of grain boundary regions.95

Using the saturation approach law, we have determined the anisotropy constant \( K_1 \) for different sizes of Ni–Zn–Al ferrite. \( K_1 \) values are plotted as a function of the annealing temperature in the Fig. 10e. It is clear that the anisotropy constant decreases with the increase in particle size. This may be due to the finite size effects and the collective fraction of broken lattice symmetry accompanying atoms residing on the surface. These values are slightly greater as compared to the other magnetic nanoparticles, e.g., Fe2O3 (ref. 96) and CoFe2O4.65

In order to check if our material can be useful for high-frequency microwave applications, the microwave frequency (\( \omega_m \)) of the present NZFAO NPs has been calculated by the following equation:97

\[ \omega_m = \gamma_1 8\pi^2 M_s \]

where \( \gamma_1 \) is the gyromagnetic ratio (\( \gamma_1 = 2.8 \text{ MHz} \ Oe^{-1} \)) and \( M_s \) is the saturation magnetization. The calculated values of microwave frequency are 4.7, 10.1, 10.6, 11.1, and 11.9 GHz for Ni600, Ni800, Ni900, Ni1050, and Ni1200, respectively. It can be seen that microwave frequency is increased from C to X band with increasing particle size. However, these values were relatively high, suggesting that the NZFAO samples are strong candidates for high-frequency microwave applications. Further, the \( \omega_m \) values were comparable to those found in other ferrite systems that are considered potential candidates for the applications in microwave frequency bands.97,98

**Electron spin resonance analysis**

Electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra (first derivative of the power absorption curve) were recorded to further investigate the magnetic features and spin related phenomena of the all
annealed samples. The X-band ESR spectra of the Ni–Zn–Al ferrite nanoparticles with different crystallite sizes at room temperature are shown in Fig. 11. All main ferrite spectra are well described by a single Lorentz line function in its field-derivative form:

\[
\frac{dP}{dH} = 2A \left( \frac{H - H_r}{\Delta H_{PP}} \right)^2 \left( 1 + \left( \frac{H - H_r}{\Delta H_{PP}} \right)^2 \right)^{-\frac{3}{2}}
\]

where \(A\) is its amplitude factor, \(H_r\) is the resonance magnetic field and \(\Delta H_{PP}\) is the half width at half maximum of the absorbance line. As can be easily seen from Fig. 11, the ESR spectra are characterized by a broad, single and slightly asymmetric resonance line, which becomes narrower as the annealing temperature increases from 600 to 1200 °C. The broad curves indicate that the existence of dipolar–dipolar interactions among particles and randomly oriented magnetic anisotropy axes, especially for the Ni600, Ni800 and Ni900 nanoparticles samples, which is the characteristic property of superparamagnetic materials. In accordance with this observation, K. Praveena et al.\(^{24}\) have reported a similar behavior in Ni_{0.4}Zn_{0.2}Mn_{0.4}Fe_{2}O_{4} nano powders annealed at different temperatures. In the case of Ni1050 and Ni1200, the reduced value of \(\Delta H_{PP}\) can be due to the strong super exchange interaction between magnetic ions through oxygen anions. According to resonance condition of the ESR spectra, we estimated the effective factor \(g\) value from ESR spectra by using the formula:

\[
g = \frac{\nu}{\mu_B H_r}
\]

where, \(\nu\) is the microwave frequency, \(\mu_B\) is the Bohr magneton, \(H_r\) is the resonance field and \(h\) is the Planck constant. The resonance line width (\(\Delta H_{PP}\)), the resonance filed (\(H_r\)), and the effective \(g\)-factor are listed in Table S8 (ESI).\(^{†}\)

The \(g\) factors for the low temperature annealed samples Ni600, Ni800 and Ni900 are very close to that for polycrystalline Ni–Zn ferrite.\(^{24}\) The high value of \(g\) and the largest \(\Delta H_{PP}\), indicate the strong interaction between small NZFAO NPs. Increasing the annealing temperature to 1200 °C, the \(g\) value decreased to 2.64 accompanied by the smallest value of \(\Delta H_{PP}\) of 405 Oe, reflecting the presence of the strong exchange interaction in bulk sample, indicating exchange interaction between Fe^{3+} and Ni^{2+} ions. This decrease can be due to the isotropic alignment of magnetic moments with the increase in particle size. ESR signals show that when the size of particles increases, the resonance field increases, but the peak to peak line width decreases. This means that the net magnetization of the samples increases with the increase of annealing temperature. Therefore, with the increase of grain size, migrate of Ni^{2+} and Fe^{3+} ions from the surface/interface site to bulk one. The octahedral and tetrahedral sites should also alter the interaction of magnetic ions. Moreover, the shell is visualized to be the zone in which created vacancies and the super exchange interaction has been destroyed. The shell has a smaller magnetization compared to the core and the magnetization of this zone decreases with increasing size of grain. Therefore, the decrease in resonance field was observed.

ESR spectroscopy was used to study the relaxation mechanism. The spin relaxation process is a function of static magnetic field and depends on the rate at which microwave energy can be absorbed and dissipated via relaxation processes either by spin–lattice (\(T_1\)) or spin–spin relaxation (\(T_2\)) process. The spin–spin relaxation process is the energy difference (\(\Delta E\)) transferred to neighboring electrons and the relaxation time (\(T_2\)) can be determined from the \(\Delta H_{PP}\) line width according to following equation:\(^{29}\)

\[
\frac{1}{T_1} = \frac{g\mu_B \Delta H}{h}
\]

where \(\Delta H\) is the full-width-at-half-maximum of the absorption curve (\(\Delta H = \sqrt{3}\Delta H_{PP}\)) and \(h\) is the Planck reduced constant. Due to the homogeneous broadening of the ESR signal, the spin–lattice interaction time, \(T_1\), has also been calculated from the relation:\(^{29}\)

\[
\frac{1}{T_1} = \frac{16\pi^2 \nu^2 h}{3g\mu_B \Delta H_{PP}}
\]

where, the spin–lattice relaxation involves the thermal equilibrium of the spin system with the lattice or environment of the spin. Hence, the super-paramagnetic behavior of the samples can be explained on the basis of spin–lattice interaction. Neel superparamagnetic is due to thermally induced fluctuations of the direction of magnetization in single domain particles below a certain critical size. However, the completion of \(g\) and \(\Delta H_{PP}\) parameters leads to an increase of the relaxation time (\(T_2\)) from 2.9 \(\times\) \(10^{-11}\) s for Ni600 to 6.4 \(\times\) \(10^{-11}\) s for Ni1200 (Table S8†). It is well know that the specific loss power (SLP) value for hyperthermia treatment depends inversely to the relaxation time; thus, the observed minimum value of \(T_2\) for Ni600, Ni800 and Ni900 makes them a good candidate for use in hyperthermia treatment.\(^{29}\) For these samples, \(T_1\) has a lower magnitude than \(T_2\) showing the dominance of spin–spin interaction. Super-exchange magnetic interaction is dominated in Ni1200 sample where the relaxation rate ratio \(R_2/R_1\) is 1.7 \(\times\) \(10^{-3}\) and dipolar magnetic interactions is dominated in Ni600 sample.
with highest the relaxation rate ratio \( R_2/R_1 = 8.6 \times 10^{-2} \) (Table S8).

For magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) T₂-contrast agent, the transverse relaxivity \( r_2 \) can be estimated at the magnetic field assuming the magnetic average regime (MAR) to interpret the interaction of nanoparticles with the protons using the following equation:\(^\text{78}\)

\[
r_2 = \frac{4 \gamma_p^2 \mu_0^2 V_{\text{mat}} M_s^2 D_{\text{SEM}}^2}{405 D_p}
\]

where, \( \gamma_p \) is the magnetogyric ratio of proton, \( \mu_0 \) is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, \( D_p \) is the water translational diffusion constant at 25 °C,\(^\text{102}\) \( D_{\text{SEM}} \) is the average particle size obtained from SEM analysis, \( V_{\text{mat}} \) is the molar volume of the sample (m³ mol⁻¹) and \( M_s \) is the saturation magnetization of sample at 300 K in A m⁻¹. The calculated values of \( r_2 \) are reported in Table S9 (ESI),\(^\text{†} \) indicating that the transverse relaxivity increases as the grain size increases. The higher value of transverse relaxivity gives the effective T₂ contrast agent for our Ni-Zn-Al ferrite nanoparticles samples. Also, the broad ESR linewidth of the powders in this study suggests that the ferrite powders may be a good candidate for the radar absorbing materials (RAM) used in microwave applications in broad frequency range.

Electric properties

Let us now turn to the effect of annealing temperature on the electrical properties. Fig. 12a shows the temperature dependence of direct-current resistivity regime (\( \rho_{dc} \)) in the range 220–600 K for the NZFAO nanoparticles (Ni600, Ni900 and Ni1200), the resistivity decreases continuously with increasing temperature for all samples, which reflects a semiconductor behavior. In general, this could be ascribed to the increase in the drift mobility of electric charge carriers which are thermally activated with increasing temperature.\(^\text{103}\) The electrical resistivity of the Ni-Zn nano ferrite decreases from \( 7 \times 10^6 \) to \( 4.7 \times 10^3 \) Ω cm at 360 K with the increase in crystallite particles size from 17 to 40 nm. This can be due to the increase of compactness of the specimens assured by increasing the annealing temperature. The observed variations in resistivity with composition can be explained by Verwey’s hopping mechanism.\(^\text{104}\) The electronic conduction in ferrites is principally due to hopping of electrons between the ions of the same element present in more than one valence state (Fe²⁺ and Fe³⁺ ions), distributed randomly over crystallographically equivalent lattice sites.\(^\text{105}\) For the Ni600 and Ni900 nanoparticles with such high resistivity that led to very low eddy current losses are desirable in transformers, electronic inductors, electromagnets and at high frequency application,\(^\text{106}\) while the Ni1200 sample having with higher conductivity may be desirable in the use in solid oxide fuel cells.\(^\text{107}\) The relation between resistivity and temperature describes the well-known Arrhenius equation and may be expressed as:

\[
\rho = \rho_0 \exp \left( \frac{E_a}{K_B T} \right)
\]

where \( \rho \) is the dc electrical resistivity at temperature \( T, K_B \) is Boltzmann constant, \( E_a \) is activation energy and \( \rho_0 \) is the pre-exponential constant. Typical plots of \( \log \rho_{dc} \) versus \( 1000/T \) for the samples sintered at 600, 900 and 1200 °C are shown in Fig. S5 (ESI).\(^\text{†} \) For the Ni600 and Ni900 samples, a change in slope was observed in the resistivity curve that divides the curve into two regions or one break, whereas in the Ni1200 sample, which the studied temperature range was extended to a few degrees upper the Curie temperature, the plot shows three zones, i.e. two breaks. The second break occurs in the vicinity of the Curie temperature (\( T_C = 540 \) K) and this has been attributed to the influence of magnetic order on the conduction mechanism.\(^\text{107}\) The Curie temperature obtained from the resistivity is in agreement with the \( T_C \) obtained by the magnetic measurements. The calculated activation energies (\( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \)) for the three compositions corresponding to the two regions (\( T_{r1} \) and \( T_{r2} \)) have been estimated and are shown in inset of Fig. S5.\(^\text{†} \) The activatios energies in \( T_{r2} \) region (\( E_2 \) were higher than those in \( T_{r1} \) region (\( E_1 \)). Increasing activation energy with increasing temperature can be ascribed to the presence of different carriers’ traps. For the low temperature process, the dominant conduction mechanism would be an exchange of electrons between nearest neighbor Fe²⁺ ↔ Fe³⁺ pairs, with associated activation energy of the order of 0.1 eV.\(^\text{108}\) While for the high-temperature process (\( T_{r2} \) region), the conduction mechanism is expected via Ni²⁺ or Fe³⁺ neighbors, i.e.

![Fig. 12](image-url) (a) The temperature dependence of direct-current resistivity for Ni600, Ni900 and Ni1200 samples. (b) The TCR as a function of temperature for Ni600, Ni900, and Ni1200.
Ni\textsuperscript{2+} + Fe\textsuperscript{3+} ↔ Fe\textsuperscript{2+} + Ni\textsuperscript{3+}. Similar results to the present study were obtained in the case of a number of mixed ferrites such as Ni–Zn\textsuperscript{109} and Mn–Ni–Zn.\textsuperscript{109}

The value of the temperature coefficient of resistance TCR is very useful for determining the sensitivity of the infrared detectors (IR) for night vision bolometer technologies.\textsuperscript{110}

\begin{equation}
\text{TCR} = \frac{1}{\rho} \left[ \frac{d\rho}{dT} \right] \times 100
\end{equation}

where \( T \) and \( \rho \) are the temperature and resistivity, respectively. In this section, the data of the TCR as a function of temperature of Ni600, Ni900, and Ni1200 are investigated and shown in Fig. 12b. As can be seen, the temperature dependence of the TCR for the three samples shows a peak below room temperature. The peak position decreases with the increase of grain size. The TCR values are –14%/K at 550 K, –12%/K at 500 K and –3.4%/K at 400 K for Ni600, Ni900 and Ni1200 sample, respectively. Several factors could affect peak TCR value, including sintering temperature and time. Comparing to other values of TCR collected from other works,\textsuperscript{111,112} the Ni–Zn–Al ferrite has a higher TCR. Encouragingly, these results suggest that NZFAO samples could be used for applications in bolometric device.

Conclusion

In this study, we described an investigation on the influence of the particle size in the structural, optical, elastic, thermodynamic, magnetic and electrical properties of Ni\textsubscript{0.6}Zn\textsubscript{0.4}Fe\textsubscript{1.5–x}Al\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{4} nanoparticles. The sol–gel technique was successfully used to obtain nano and micro-powders of Ni\textsubscript{0.6}Zn\textsubscript{0.4}Fe\textsubscript{1.5–x}Al\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{4}. Heat-treatment in the temperature ranges of 600–1200 °C yields to an average grain size ranging from 17 nm to 4 \( \mu \)m. We arrived at the following conclusion:

1. Rietveld refinement of the XRD patterns confirmed the high crystalline quality of the particles obtained particles. The grain size and strain were observed to increase with increasing annealing temperature. FTIR and Raman spectroscopy analyses confirmed the presence of tetrahedral and octahedral sites in the prepared samples. The nanometric and micrometric nature of Ni–Zn–Al ferrite was confirmed by SEM microscopy.

2. The compositional dependence of elastic constants can be explained on the basis of inter-atomic bonding between the ions. The Debye temperature and molar heat capacity values determined from FTIR spectral analysis are in agreement with the reported ones in literature. The increase of size results in an increase of both Debye temperature and thermal conductivity but it decreases of the molar heat capacity. The Ni–Zn–Al ferrite samples can be used for switch-mode power supply.

3. The optical properties of the synthesized Ni\textsubscript{0.6}Zn\textsubscript{0.4}Fe\textsubscript{1.5–x}Al\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{4} samples were also investigated. The decrease of size results in a decrease of the band gap energy and in an increase of refractive index \( n_0 \). Hence, the annealed Ni–Zn–Al ferrite samples display enhanced optical absorption capability in the visible range.

4. The high temperature magnetic measurements and hysteresis loops at RT indicate that the increase in annealing temperature leads to significant shift in Curie temperature consistent with finite size scaling formula and to an increase of the fraction of the superparamagnetic phase at the expense of the ferrimagnetic one. \( M_s \) consistently increases with the increasing of the annealing temperature and this can be explained by an interface/surface region of the nano-spinel ferrite. High values of microwave frequency are calculated (from C to X band) which indicates that it is a promising infrared detector (IR) for night vision bolometer material. Ni–Zn–Al ferrites may have potential in industrial and technological applications e.g. magnetic refrigeration, biomedical applications and microwave frequency (C and X) band applications.

5. The room temperature ESR spectra reveal that peak width \( \Delta H_{pp} \) was reduced and the spin–spin relaxation \( T_2 \) increases as the annealing temperature increases due to the increase in the dipole–dipole interaction. Moreover, the high values of the transverse relaxivity \( r_2 \) of Ni600, Ni800, and Ni9000 make them a potential candidate for use in hyperthermia treatment. In contrast, the reasonable magnetostriction coefficient \( \lambda_{max} = -10 \text{ ppm} \), which was achieved for bulk sample (Ni1200) makes this material attractive for the use in automotive stress-sensing sensors applications.

6. The electrical resistivity of the Ni–Zn nano-ferrites decrease with the increase in particle size. The temperature coefficient of resistance TCR of three typical samples was calculated. Ni600 (with the highest electrical resistivity) had a highest temperature coefficient of resistance than Ni900 and Ni1200 samples and could reach –14%/K at 550 K, which indicates that it is a promising infrared detector (IR) for night vision bolometer material.
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